IBM AIX Modernization
and Migration
Modernize the AIX Enterprise Power
Infrastructure with Cloud Flexibility

Introduction
Wipro’s Legacy Modernization service
enables IBM Power Systems customers
that have typically relied upon onpremises to extend their Power IT
resources to IBM Power Systems Virtual
Servers automatically and economically to
avoid large capital expense or added risk
when migrating customers’ essential
workloads.
Key Takeaways
Clients can take advantage of
the superior performance with
scalable and resilient system
technology
Simplify hybrid multi-cloud with
greater agility and flexibility by
delivering a similar IT
architecture
Wipro’s integration tool to
automate deployment,
migration and provisioning of
workloads just-in-time based on
blueprints, best practices and
certified architectures

Accelerate the journey with
hybrid integration of existing
on-premises IBM Power System
workloads to IBM Power
Systems Virtual Servers
Mass automated migration IBM
Power Systems virtual servers
using Wipro's work-flow based
migration methodologies

Assessment, design and
planning and migration
with Wipro’s fast and
efficient automated
framework

Work-flow based migration
methodologies

Key Benefits

Reduce CapEx and OpEx budgets

Fast and self-service
provisioning

Optimize cost of development
and testing

Flexible management both
on-premises and off-premises

Flexibility for production
application hosting

Accelerate the migration using
predefined blue prints

Faster time to market or rollout
of applications

Enable autonomous operations
by changing the resource
on-emand

Optimize disaster recovery (DR)
solution without compromising
business continuity

Reduce the time of migration
design, build and validation
Standardization of operations
with self-healing capability

Flexible resource scaling

Features

Bring agility to meet business
needs

End-to-end ownership of
services (Consultancy, Migration
and Managed Services)
Mass automated migration to
IBM Power Systems Virtual
Servers
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Leverage Wipro’s Legacy
Modernization Service to easily
define solutions and manage
the lifecycle of Power resources
in an automated fashion

Wipro Limited (NYSE: WIT, BSE:
507685, NSE: WIPRO) is a leading
global information technology,
consulting and business process
services company. We harness the
power of cognitive computing,
hyper-automation, robotics, cloud,
analytics and emerging technologies
to help our clients adapt to the digital
world and make them successful.

A company recognized globally for its
comprehensive portfolio of services,
strong commitment to sustainability
and good corporate citizenship, we
have over 180,000 dedicated
employees serving clients across six
continents. Together, we discover
ideas and connect the dots
to build a better and a bold new future.
For more information,
please write to us at info@wipro.com

